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Abstract: In the field of research, the growth of data mining using the k-means technique is well accepted, which
involves the extraction of data from datasets with some limitations. To overcome the drawback of this technique we
employed the kernel concepts and resolved the cluster inadequacy of separability. We have proposed an
optimization technique to include a fisher’s discriminant analysis into the kernel of particle swarm
optimization concept with GA (Genetic Algorithm) to evaluate fitness function. The fitness function value is
required to select offspring for the next generation. The consequence was to reduce the noise and enhance
the performance of clustering. The GA (Genetic Algorithm) was employed to optimize the objective of the
fitness function by providing the input parameter. The kernel technique performs more fault identification
features than principal component analysis. Results found are more beneficial by this method like fitness
value, stopping criteria, and the average distance between individuals. In this research paper, we discuss
the comparative analysis with the objective function of k-means and kernel fisher’s discriminant analysis in the
domain of the large dataset. The fitness value of proposed KFDA is smaller than k-means fitness.
Keywords: K-Means, Cluster, Kernel Principal Component Analysis, Fitness function, Genetic Algorithm (GA).

1. Introduction
K-means technique is required to input data for creating the cluster, but it is a more tedious task to find the cluster. In
GA, it creates automatically and picks a gene and their numbers of a gene are randomly generated. If the users are
identified the correct gene at the initial population then the latter creates a good quality of cluster. With the help of fitness
function and arrangement of gene and its operator makes the good quality of cluster centroids.
A genetic algorithm’s idea explains the calculation of numerical easily solvable like a mathematical problem that has
been presented in detail [1]. There are some procedures available for mining features and classification of multivariate
datasets. In k-means, a null cluster is created with initial centroids its main drawback, but GA is applied heuristic search
based on the natural selection, and the suggested hybrid k-means using GA removes the difficulty of creating empty
clutters [2], and a chromosome is created from clustering k-means center[3]. The principal component analysis works a
very crucial role classification of the dataset, but fisher’s discriminant analysis produced to improve the result as
compared to principal component analysis. KPCA is a nonlinear result of PCA and similar manner KFDA is the same as
the FDA. In the linear nature of the dataset, classification occurs not better, but the kernel idea handles the non-linearity
problem [4-5]. Kernel concept handles nonlinear problems to overcome few difficulties using of optimization technique
for evolutionary computing. In this research paper we discussed a comparative analysis of the performance of fitness
function.
The traditional k-means technique is generally required for clustering of huge data set because it’s a very simple concept
and more convergence of the data. This algorithm is more responding to the first centroid of the cluster. The cluster of
huge data set is generally affected by the data point. This algorithm has few drawbacks, but the genetic algorithm is used
to overcome the responsiveness of the first cluster centroid, reduced some data point’s impact and gets more accuracy
and high-quality of the cluster [6].This research paper is prepared as follows. In Section- 1 introduction, Section-2
discuss the brief of traditional K-Means algorithm, Genetic Algorithm (GA), Kernel of fisher discriminates of Particle
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Swarm Optimization (PSO), Section-3 brief of the proposed work, Section- 4 explain the result in detail, and Section-5
brief the conclusions.

2. Literature Review
Author Yong et al., presented his research work at the 12th international conference ICCSE, IEE, to identify the problem
and how we can enhance the minority class performance. They have assessed the criteria of the mixed dataset of two
classes, there is one minority and secondly majority basis on the right and false classification. It is reflecting the
performance of its classification and validates the conclusion by KNN with a Supporting Vector Machine (SVM) [7]. We
have studied the analysis of three algorithms discussed in detail by the author [8] among them first genetic algorithm,
second differential evolution, and third particle swarm optimization. Also, the genetic algorithm is more benefited for
separate optimization over two algorithms.
Evaluate the most favorable result of difficulty facing by every family at present to how can handle the financial plan for
accessing the cluster of economic and community behavior founded on K-Means and genetic algorithms [9] and
producing many secure clusters for huge data set presented[10]. These methods combine to describe the manifold TSP
(Traveling Salesman Problem), also create the high quality of cluster with GA techniques [11-12]. The route optimizing
problem and congregate the global result in expressions of the accuracy, time of computing, and convergence speed for
online real application [13], and more applications are discussed the GA (Genetic Algorithm) via K-Means [14], and
survey [15].
There are n feature of dataset fall into clusters K for condition k less than n then the objective function set to minimize.
The selected the cluster center is more carefully, this process is repeated going to the cluster center till does not vary, and
aim of this technique minimized objective function and reduced the squared errors [16].
Genetic k-means algorithm it is special kind of clustering technique on distance based mutation, GKA is faster technique
than rest algorithm using in cluster [17]. By comparing genetic algorithm and PSO we found the result PSO is better
because it’s confined a local and global searching at the similar time. The reflection of PSO is poor and undignified for
smaller population size, but enduring to the time bound PSO is good [18].

2.1. Particle Swarm Optimization
A paper published in 1995 at the international conference on the evolution of computation. Introducing this research
paper in the conference, then after a change is the scenario of using its paper of PSO conceptual theory to handle the
various kinds of complex optimizer problem. This is a very easy and attractive concept to felicitate the global searching
process [19-20].
In this method, the populace of the effect is recognized as a swarm of the particles and carried out the result indicated as
the particle. Further, all particles have velocity and position. The Particle is being in the move to another position with
velocity. When occurring the next position is the paramount imaginable position, then which is required to update both
its location and velocity in presented [21, 23, and 25], and this procedure is repetitive until found the criteria. The process
of this technique is represented in fig.-1.
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START

Initially set the randomly generate the population, and also set to the various
parameters

Calculate the Fitness value of individual; Update the Personal (P) and Global (G) best
True

Timer

Stop

False

Generate the new population,
Update the velocity:
Vi ( t + 1 ) = ω*Vi (t) +C1 *random ( )*( Pi(personal) - Xi(t)) + C2 * random ( )* (Global – Xi (t) )

Update the Position:
Xi (t + 1) = Xi(t) + Vi(t + 1)

Fig.1 Flow chart the procedure of particle swarm optimization
2.2 Kernel Trick of KPCA
There are given a sample set of a data 𝐴 = {𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , 𝑎3 , … … . . , 𝑎𝑛 } and every member of a data point belonging in the
domain field 𝑇 𝑁 . Nonlinear mapping represented as
∅: 𝑅𝑁 → 𝑇,

(1)

𝐾(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑗 ) = ∅( 𝑎𝑖 )𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒 ∅(𝑎𝑗 )

(2)

Where, 𝑎 = ∅(𝑎)
Mercer’s conditions
Where
R = Set of the domain
N= Number of attribute and its value 1, 2, 3…, n.
∅= represent the nonlinear function of mapping
T = the range of function
𝐾(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑗 ) = 𝐾𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑙 Function of input space
The established model kernel function optimization by the author Hongxia et al. is discussed in detail [25]. Consider
the two datasets like
𝐴1 = {𝑎11 , 𝑎12 , 𝑎13 , … … … , 𝑎1𝑖 }, And
𝐴2 = {𝑎21 , 𝑎22 , 𝑎23 , … … … , 𝑎2𝑗 },
From dataset 𝐴1
𝜇1 =

1
𝑛1

1
∑𝑛𝑖=1
∅( 𝑎1𝑖 )

(3)

2
∑𝑛𝑗=1
∅( 𝑎2𝑗 )

(4)

From dataset 𝐴2
𝜇2 =

1
𝑛2

From equation (1) and (2)
Ds= | µ1 - µ2 |2
=
| µ1 - µ2 |transpose | µ1 - µ2 |
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Where
𝜇1 = mean vector of one feature space 𝐹1
𝜇2 = mean vector of one feature space 𝐹2
F = feature space
𝑛1 , and 𝑛2 = size of dataset
Ds= square distance between the mean two spaces𝐹1 , 𝐹2

Determine the dispersion of two samples
df1 = ∑

𝑛1

𝑖=1
𝑛

1
= ∑𝑖=1
𝐾(𝑎1𝑖 , 𝑎1𝑖 ) −

𝑛1

𝑖=1

1
2
∑𝑛𝑖=1
∑𝑛𝑗=1
𝐾(𝑥1𝑖, 𝑎1𝑗 )

∅(𝑎1𝑖 )𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒 ∅(𝑎1𝑖 ) − 𝑛1 𝜇1 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝜇1
(6)

𝑛2

|∅(𝑎2𝑗 ) − 𝜇2 |𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒
𝑗=1
𝑛2
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒
∑ ∅(𝑎2𝑗 )
∅(𝑎2𝑗 ) − 𝑛2 𝜇2 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝜇2
𝑗=1
1
𝑛2
𝑛1
2
∑𝑛𝑗=1
=∑𝑗=1
𝐾(𝑎2𝑗 , 𝑎2𝑗 ) − ∑𝑖=1
𝐾(𝑎2𝑖, 𝑎2𝑗 )
𝑛2
df2 = ∑

=

1
𝑛1

|∅(𝑎1𝑖 ) − 𝜇1 |2 = ∑

(7)

Where,
df1= dispersion within the sample of F1feature space
df2= dispersion within the sample of F2feature space
𝑛1 And 𝑛2 = size of sample
2.3 Description of GA (Genetic Algorithm)

To develop the concept of a genetic algorithm by Goldberg who has inspired the idea of evolution theory proposed by C.
Darwin’s. In this theory, C. Darwin quotes the survival of an organ can be maintained through the procedure of
crossover, reproduction, and also mutation. The evolution concept useful to the computational algorithm is identified
usually to trend as alike objective function. A solution generated by a genetic algorithm is acknowledged as a
chromosome, but collected works of these chromosomes are called the population. These chromosomes are compared
from the Genes and find its either numerical value, value of binary stream, symbol value, or character depending on the
complicatedness. These chromosomes are going through the procedure called fitness function, and find the
appropriateness of problems generated by the GA. The higher fitness values of chromosomes have more possibility to
prefer in the subsequent generation [1, 26, and 29]. The details about the procedure of this algorithm are available to
propose the techniques by researcher Holland (1975) and by Goldberg (1989).
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Start

Randomly Generate the Initial Population

Calculate the Fitness Value of Individual
T

Stop

Timer
F

Generate the New Offspring, GA operator, Selection,
Crossover, and Mutation

Fig. 2 The flow chart procedure of the genetic algorithm
There are discussed the operators of a GA as follows:
Selection Operator: In this concept offer the preference of a value of greatest fitness of the chromosome allowed to go
for the following generation.
Crossover Operator: In this concept matching the individuals. The selecting of two individuals by the theory of selection
operator and apply the crossover operator can be rearranged at the site creating the new individual known as the
offspring.
Mutation Operator: In this concept inserts the genes in the offspring getting by crossover operator to maintain the size of
a population to keep avoid the early convergence.
The procedures of generic algorithm summarize as follows:
Step 1: Set to initialize the value of the population with random values.
Step 2: The fitness function evaluate the number population
Step 3: Until the convergence repeat
I: Select the descendants from the population
II: Crossover and generate the new offspring
III: Apply the mutation of new offspring
IV: Determine the fitness of the new offspring
The flow chart of this algorithm is illustrated in above in fig. – 2

3. Proposed Work
The consequence of the objective function is to find from the kernel trick of fisher’s discriminant analysis. In this
function some parameter are required for the performance like as means vector of feature space and square of the
distance. Given the size of datasets containing the two factors firstly row or instances and secondly columns or attribute.
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We proposed an index of performance that defined the fitness function KFDA by PSO and compare it with the objective
function of K-Means employ the genetic algorithm.
By using the maximum iteration and inertia define the relation in [19, 22, and 28], find the fitness function, and it is
valuable for the separation between max and min of classifications by ɷ parameter. The ɷ is one parameter set at the min
point of Fisher’s Determinant Analysis (FDA) and it can vary if it changes the ɷ parameter. An objective function is set
to optimized by PSO [27], from equation (5), (6), and (7)
𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

(𝑑𝑓1+𝑑𝑓2)

(8)

𝐷𝑠

Author Dabbura, define the objective function of K-Means used in minimize the squared error [30],
2

𝑗
𝑛
𝐹(𝑥) = ∑𝐾
𝑗=1 ∑𝑖=1| 𝑎𝑖 − 𝑐𝑗 |

(9)

Where,
𝑐𝑗 = centroids for j cluster,
K= number of cluster,
n= number of object,
𝑗

𝑎𝑖 = 𝑖 𝑡ℎ object in 𝑘 𝑡ℎ cluster
The objective functions from the equation (8) and (9), to simulate defined the objective function by genetic algorithm for
using the optimal tool for optimizing in MATLAB and set some parameter mentioned in below Table-1.
In this paper mentioned the exit criteria for pick up that produced the number of generations to be reached maximum (of
a population) value the parameter set of option to measuring performance.

Table 1: Set the Optional Parameters Measuring the Performance
Parameters
Set Mutation
Generation of Random Number
Use Default Population
Size of Population
Variables
Set Size of Variable
Type of Population

Range/Value
0.8
[0,1]
20
1000
2, 5
10
Double vector

4. Result and Discussion
In research studies, to develop the concept of proposed fitness function and comparative analysis this function with the
objective function of K-Means apply the concept of genetic algorithm. The fitness function is implemented on MATLAB
Ra12013a optimizing tool of genetic algorithm.
The experimental set up of determining fitness function in problem solver Genetic Algorithm(GA), and fitness
function defined @ problem fitness and set the number of the variable 05 ( five).
For Objective function of Kernel FDA
Fitness function= @kalam_fitness, a number of iteration is 51 at number of variable is 02 (two) on the run solver view
the result as following the fig.-3.
The optimization of running,
Objective function value: 2.81424828271717591E-4= 0.000281427
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Optimization Terminated: Average change in fitness value less than option.

Fig. 3 Value of the objective function of KFDA at five variables
For Objective function of k-means
Fitness function= @kalam1_fitness, number of iteration is 51 at number of variable is 2 on the run solver view the result
as following the fig.-4.

Fig. 4 Value of the objective function of k-means at two variables
The optimization of running,
Objective function value: 0.031493777710308150 = 0.0314938
Optimization Terminated: Average change in fitness value less than optimum.
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Fig. 5 Values of best fitness and mean for K-Means

Fig. 6 Stopping criteria of K-Means

Fig. 8 Fitness scaling of K-Means

Fig. 7 Average distance between indvidual of K-Means

Fig. 9 Fitness of each indvidual of K-Means
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Fig. 10 Best fitness of KFDA

Fig. 11 Stopping criteria of KFDA

Fig. 12 Average distance between individual of KFDA

Fig.13 Fitness scaling of KFDA

Fig. 14 Fitness of each indvidual of KFDA

Table 2 Analysis the objective function between k-means and proposed KFDA
Criteria of K-Means objective function

1. Fitness value = 0.0314938
2.Mean value=219.562
3.Expectation fitness scaling =30
4.Fitness of each Individual at 800 lies between 36
and 39
5.Stopping % criteria met S( G) is below 80
6.Stopping % criteria met S(T) is above 50
7.Average Distance between Individual approximate
above 01(one)

Criteria of Proposed KFDA (PKFDA) objective
function
1. Fitness value =0.000281427
2.Mean value=197.442
3.Expectation fitness scaling =35
4.Fitness of each Individual at 800 above 500
5.Stopping % criteria met S( G) is above 50
6.Stopping % criteria met S(T) is 20
7. Average Distance between Individual
approximate above 02(two)
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Therefore, we have set the fixed population for some attribute of a dataset: the double size of which represent as
uniformly, operator crossover mutation set at 0.8 vector, size of the population: default value at 20, set the initial random
generation rang [0, 1], and fitness scaling (R). In addition, to select a stochastic function and constraints mutations
depending on the basis of fitness function but where the crossover function is scattered. There are the parameters 𝑛1 and
𝑛2 both, were set at 10. The fitness value, mean value, stopping % criteria met S( G) and S(T), average distance between
individual, expectation fitness scaling, and fitness of each individual, are mentioned in the fig.-5, fig.-6, fig.-7, fig.-8,
fig.-9 respectively of the k-means algorithm. In this paper, we proposed the objective function KFDA of more significant
fitness value, mean value, stopping % criteria met S( G) and S(T), average distance between individual, expectation
fitness scaling, and fitness of each individual are mentioned in the fig.-10, fig.-11, fig.-12, fig.-13, and fig.-14
respectively. And also analyze of comparative evaluation proposed objective function KFDA is more significant and
preferable than the objective function of K-Means shown in Table 2.

5. Conclusions
Nowadays, the trend in the research work is focused on the clustering problem of datasets. In this paper, we have used
the concept of kernel trick. The kernel idea is to enhance the performance of various types of datasets. In addition, the
genetic algorithm applies for simulation results of the kernel fisher’s discriminant analysis. The generated offspring will
be selected for the next generation and supplied as fitness function values that are focused on the simulation process.
The kernel FDA is superior and more significant as compared to other methods. This performance is more favorable in
the classification of datasets. In this research paper, it is mentioned that the fitness value of an objective function in terms
of best fit and means, stopping criteria, and average distance between individual of the simulation process. The
comparative analysis criteria of objective function KFDA is smaller than an objective function of K-Means. The exit
criteria are the selection when the number of generation produced reaches the maximum (of population) value.
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